Is ASR ready for wireless primetime: Measuring the core technology for selected applications
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Abstract

It is estimated that by the end of 2001 as many as 500 million people worldwide will use cellular services. The nature of hands-busy and eyes-busy situations inherent in the anywhere and anytime wireless communication paradigm presents exciting marketing opportunities and, at the same time, unique technical challenges to the current-generation ASR technology and their new applications. Current industry trends clearly show that incorporating ASR technology into existing or new wireless services as a replacement for touch-tone input is a natural progression in user interface. But is the current-generation ASR technology ready for prime time over wireless channels? Both qualitative and quantitative assessments for the core technology must be adopted by the industry before answering this question. In this paper, we will describe a set of benchmark tasks designed to evaluate the state-of-the-art ASR technologies from a wireless perspective and present the results of these benchmark tests on two commercially available software-based ASR systems that represent the best core ASR technology on the market. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The rapidly growing wireless telephony marketplace of the past five years creates a compelling need for automatic speech recognition (ASR) enabled voice-activated services. A recent survey indicates that a considerable percentage of wireless users (32%) want some type of hands-free voice activation for any services they might want to access from their cell phones (Rietman, 1997). This is quite understandable, given the fact that 83% of all cellular calls in the US are placed inside a vehicle (Rietman, 1997). For this very reason, basic voice-activated dialing (VAD) has become a de facto service pursuit for all major mobile service operators worldwide who try to apply ASR to wireless telephony applications. More recently, ASR has been applied to other wireless applications such as voice messaging and personal access services. The latest deployment of Network Wildfire by Pacific Bell Wireless at their California markets is just one more witness to this long-term trend. As these new applications begin to impact how the mainstream wireless users would use new ASR-based network technologies, it is important to conduct necessary benchmark tests so that we can better predict their field performance. This is one of the major motivations behind this study.

1.1. Technology and system selection

The core ASR technology employed in most wireless applications today can be measured as a function of context free grammars (CFGs) that define exactly which words (or phrases or sentences) are to be recognized. Using these CFGs a series of ASR benchmark tasks can be carefully configured to mirror ASR applications of interest. To be able to handle arbitrary grammar-based recognition tasks on standard Unix systems such as Solaris-based workstations or PCs without using any special purpose hardware plug-in boards was one of the important considerations in our selection process. Other selection criteria included the quality of the R&D programs behind the vendors' products and the representations of the state-of-the-art ASR technologies in the commercial marketplace. Finally, the potential candidates must support telephony applications in both landline and cellular environment.

In this study, we selected two hidden Markov models (HMMs) based ASR systems for the reasons described above. Both ASR systems are host-based. The versions of both systems used during this study were based on Solaris. Both systems support file input modes. This important system feature made it possible to utilize pre-recorded speech databases constructed specifically to characterize the real-world wireless environments such as handset variations, in-vehicle or out-vehicle, driving speeds, and other speech-bearing user attributes. Furthermore, a file input based test framework ensures reproducible test results and does not introduce any artificial channel elements to the test process.

1.2. Scope and focus

To reflect emerging industry trends towards speaker independent ASR applications over both landline and wireless networks, all benchmark tests described in this paper were based on speaker independent speech recognition. In addition, since the primary objective of this study was to establish a set of performance benchmarks for HMM-based ASR technology in general, no effort was made to statistically compare the two ASR systems tested in terms of their performance. Rather, the emphasis was placed on how they would score as a group on different benchmark tests. Because both systems can run on standard Unix workstations without any special hardware components, memory requirements or CPU load were not our concerns. In other words, accuracy issues were the main focus of the study.

2. Overview of testing framework

Speech recognition over the wireless network introduces many confounding variables over which the robustness of ASR technology has to be measured. As handheld cellular phones (analog or digital) now clearly dominate the landscape of the wireless handset market with ever expanding network coverage, it is increasingly difficult to
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